
TURA DE 3 ZILE Prahova- Brasov- Harghita/Covasna- Buzau 
 

OTOPENI – CAMPINA – PASUL PREDELUS – SACELE – RUPEA- MICFALAU- COMANDAU-
NEHOIASU – VALENII DE MUNTE – OTOPENI – 700km 
 
Day 1 – 249 km 
Track: Otopeni - Campina- Pasul Predelus/Valea Doftanei - Sacele – Rupea 

The journey starts at our headquarters in Otopeni, at RAMS. 
The first 100 or so kilometers we get used to the new Yamaha Tenere700 on asphalt. After 
Campina we enter small roads and turn towards the Paltinul Dam, a place to stop and take 
pictures. 
 
The Predelus Pass will be the first offroad segment of about 20 km. Predelus Pass is a mountain 
pass with a maximum altitude of 1300m. It connects the Brasov Depression and southern 
Romania through the Transylvanian Doftana Valley located between the Baiului Mountains and 
the Grohotis Mountains. 
 
The road is an easy to medium off-road, with a few points that would require supervision for 
the uninitiated in the secrets of the off-roads turned uphill . 
Lunch will be served in Sacele on a terrace.  
 
We climb north on the border between Brasov and Covasna to Racosului de Sus along Brasov 
County and suddenly we turn left to the heart Romania. In about 10 kilometers we will stop to 
discover the Racosul de Jos Geological Complex. 
Among the most important objectives that we can "check" from the saddle of the motorcycle 
would be: 
Basalt Columns: These formations were born by the rapid cooling of volcanic lava, with heights 

between 10-15 meters and form a protected area of national interest. The Basalt columns cover 

an area of 1.10 hectares and are over one and a half million years old, and they are the 

testimony of volcanic activities in the area, in the Persian Mountains of the Eastern Carpathians. 

   



Extinct Volcano: Nearby is the extinct volcano, in an area with poorer, reddish vegetation. In the 
past, volcanic slag was mined in these places. Now it is no longer exploited because it was 
declared a protected area and reservation (Perşani Geopark). 

 
 
Bethlen Fortress - Sükösd-Bethlen Castle (built in 1664) located right in the middle of Racosul 
de Jos 

 
 
After a first day with "everything" we quickly head to Rupea where food and accommodation 
are waiting for us ....  
 
 
Day  2 – 214 km 
Track: rupea – micfalau - comandau– nehoiasu 

After breakfast at the accommodation we equip ourselves and go to visit the Rupea fortress. It 
is a luxury renovation. 
Rupea Fortress is one of the oldest archeological vestiges on the Romanian territory. The first 
documentary evidence dates from 1324 when the Saxons rebelled against King Carol Robert of 
Hungary took refuge inside the fortress, Castrum Kuholm. 
The name Kuholom refers to the rock on which it was built: basalt. 



 
 
Documents from the 15th century mention the fortress as an important commercial and 
handicraft center, with 12 guilds. Over time, the fortress served as a fortification but also a 
refuge for the population that inhabited the surrounding hills and valleys, its location being 
strategic: at the junction of roads connecting Transylvania, Moldova and Wallachia through the 
southeastern steps. 
We leave behind the romanian transylvanian hospitality and we hit the road to Covasna county, 
the territory to be discovered on the second day of our trip. Heading direction, Micfalau. The 
first part of the route passes through the heart of Transylvania as yesterday. We will pass by 
fortified churches, some of them Cistercian, but we follow them from the saddle of the 
motorcycle, eventually we “steal” a picture of them on the way . 
In the Balvanyos-Baile Tusnad area we deviate a little from the route to see Sfanta Ana Lake 
Lake Sfanta Ana is the only lake of volcanic origin in Romania. 
 

   
 



The lake has a maximum depth of 7 meters and completes its waters only from precipitation, 
having no springs. The purity of the water is close to that of distilled water, with only 0.0029 ml 
of minerals 
The reduced trophic capacity of the lake water is also due to the mophetic emanations through 
the bottom of the lake and through the crater walls. 
We leave the volcanic lake in his own juice and head towards the Comandau area, passing 
through the Szekler Fair and Covasna. In Zabola we can admire Mikes Castle, today 
accommodation / hotel unit. 
 

 
 
Mikes Castle is a 16th-century Hungarian mansion. Its domain is located in Zăbala (Zabola is the 
name of the village in Hungarian), near which a stream flows. Located about six kilometers from 
Covasna is a handy attraction for those here, but not only. In the past it was well known 
because there was a motor in this place, thanks to which both the castle and the nearby villages 
had electricity. But around the 1950s, he was taken by communists with the whole Mikes family 
and turned into a school, then a hospital. Countess Katalina is the one who finally managed to 
regain the domain and restore its old splendor. It is currently called Zabola Estate, which also 
has accommodation, plus many activities and facilities available. 
At Comandau we deviate a little (about 6km) and climb a mountain peak (Orastiei Mountains) 
where we visit the Dacian Fortress, The Fairy Valley. 
 

   
 



The Fairy Fortress is one of the largest and best preserved Dacian fortresses in the Orastie 
Mountains. The fortifications and the arrangement of the terraces represent a unique on the 
territory of the Dacians. Its history spans almost three centuries, being built during the second 
century BC, probably destroyed in the time of Burebista, then grandly rebuilt at the end of the 
century I BC and set on fire and demolished during the Roman conquest of Dacia. 
 
Impressive both in location and in the preserved vestiges, the fortress has entered the local 
tradition, inspiring legends with fairies and hidden treasures. It was briefly researched in the 
past centuries, but it re-entered the attention of specialists following a terrible storm in the 
autumn of 1995, when the uprooted trees revealed parts of the fortress. Systematic 
archaeological research began in 1998. 
After so much geography, we turn our attention to the local gastronomy. We will have lunch in 
Covasna (it's a prety town) after visiting the fortress. We are trying local recipes with Hungarian 
specifics. 
Wandering the places, we visit only on the outside Mocanita (only works on Saturday and 
Sunday) 
 

 
 
Mocanita Comandau: the narrow railway from Comandău (mocanita) was one of the most 
beautiful and interesting in Romania. Of the entire functional complex until about 20 years ago, 
the mocanita can run today for only 7 km. And this is due to particular efforts to preserve and 
restore the remaining infrastructure. 
 
We head our headlights again towards Buzau county, this time the final destination of the 
second day being Nehoiasu. 
 
Day 3 – 281 km: 
Track:  Nehoiasu – Valenii de munte – Baicoi – Otopeni 
 
Any miracle lasts 3 days, they say, so even on this day (la last onein our journey) we will have 
fun and knowledge. 



Although the land of Buzau contains many objectives and attractions to visit, we limit ourselves 
to those close to the route. 
After the breakfast and the group photo we deviate a little from the route only 14 km to the 
north where we see the Pruncea Waterfall made on the Casoca river. 

 
- Pruncea Waterfall, Casoca - 14 km north of Nehoiasu (before the route) 
We return on the route, not for long, we deviate again about 10 kilometers this time for 
- The Amber Museum, 23 km from Nehoiasu to the south (on the route) and the Alunis Rock 
Complex located in Tara Luana. 
The Amber Museum is a traditional house in the village of Colti, where upstairs there are two 
rooms where amber objects, semi-precious stones, minerals & rocks are exhibited. The guide 
will tell us about the history of amber - also called ‘tears of the earth’. 

 
 
The Alunis Cave Complex. Here people dug in massive rock blocks, where a small church and 
cells were built, which became centers with intense Christian religious activity. Today you can 
find here the Church 'Cutting the Head of St. John the Baptist', dating from 1277. The walls of 
the caves (where you can enter and visit) and the rocks around the cave remains are full of 
markings, graphic signs, letters and symbols , which is still waiting to be interpreted. 



   
We quickly get on motorcycles with heavier phones from so many pictures and drive to Valenii 
de Munte where the lunch awaits us . On our way we still have to face an offroad portion, 
copious in rainy weather, between Chiojdu and Valeni. 
 
Our Journey could be finished, if time permits, at the TQRZ Lake, our private water sports club. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 


